COLOR YOUR WORLD
WINDOW AND DOOR COLOR PROGRAM
As windows and doors become more of an architectural focal point, the colors of their framing materials become all the more significant.

Creating the perfect color scheme for your property goes beyond walls, floors and furniture. Your interior and exterior color options for windows and doors are also a crucial element.

For many years, you could order a uPVC window in any color, so long as it was white! Today, you can enjoy the outstanding energy efficiency of REHAU uPVC window and door designs along with the perfect color palette.

Using our range of solid colors and wood-grain patterns, you can create seamless transitions or eye-catching, modern designs.

Discover the world of interior and exterior color options from REHAU.
DECORATIVE FOILS
DIFFERENTIATE YOUR DESIGN
Recognizing the growing trend of adding color to uPVC window and door designs, we are pleased to offer interior and exterior color options for our high-end window and door systems.

Available in solid colors and wood-grain patterns, decorative foils applied to REHAU profiles are a durable and aesthetically appealing color solution. This proven color technology opens a world of design freedom for architects and owners to create stand-out residential and commercial designs.

REHAU uses foils from RENOLIT Corporation. For interior applications, wood ticking is applied to the foil to provide the warm look and feel of real wood. Exterior foils provide superb color retention.

Foils can be applied to:
– System 4500 tilt-turn window and door designs
– System 1400 casement designs
– System 700 hung-slider designs
EXTERIOR FOIL OPTIONS
SHOW OFF TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD
Colors shown are close representations of foil colors. Always request samples for accurate color match.

Exterior foil colors have a 10-year warranty when applied on the exterior or interior (see warranty for details).

Note: Contact your local REHAU sales manager about availability and upcharge of optional colors.
INTERIOR FOIL OPTIONS
IT’S WHAT’S ON THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS
Colors shown are close representations of foil colors. Always request samples for accurate color match.

Interior foil colors have a 10-year warranty when applied on the interior (see warranty for details).

Note: Contact your local REHAU sales manager about availability and upcharge of optional colors.
RENOLIT foils are developed to meet the demands of interior and exterior applications. Multi-layered composition protects the window and door profiles and provides color consistency throughout the service life. These weather- and UV-resistant foils retain their finish and repel dirt for easy cleaning.
Looking for a clean, classic finish or a darker base beneath foiling? REHAU offers our extruded window and door profiles in four core colors. Our proprietary uPVC formulation provides resistance against weathering with above-average quantities of TiO₂ stabilizers and impact modifiers protecting against fading from solar radiation. After five years of weather testing in Arizona, REHAU’s proprietary profile formulation performed better than standard uPVC. Our surface quality and higher gloss level help repel dirt and improve the trueness of color.

Colors shown are close representations of core colors. Always request samples for accurate color match.